OWN YOUR OWN ATM
We want to add to the efficiency and bottom line of your
business, so we keep the business of managing an ATM
very simple. By simple we mean providing a hassle free
addition to your business. We can do this by providing
reliable machinery and experienced ‘tech desk’ support.

TRITON ARGO 12 ATM
The convenience of cash without sacrificing too
much floor space! W 47cm x D 66cm x H 195cm

ATM TOPPER
At an impressive 195cm high including the high
topper, your ATM is hard to miss.

FULL COLOUR SCREEN
Bright and big! Easy to read and use.

EMV CARD READER
Our ATMs have chip card readers which
provides increased security against fraud for
your patrons. It accepts all cards including
international cards.

BUSINESS HOURS SAFE
& DUAL CASSETTES
Safe includes a digital lock and a UL291 rated
safe. The dispenser has both $50 and $20 note
cassettes.
Triton Argo 12 $9,700 including GST.
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WHY HAVE AN ATM?
Eliminate the time and expense of
processing EFTPOS transactions. It’s much
quicker to process a cash transaction and
there’s no fee to pay for the privilege of
your patrons spending money with you.
Tap and Go is the silent killer for a number
of businesses as these transactions are
processed as credit card transactions, which
increases the processing cost. Dig out your
last EFTPOS statement and find out the real
cost of providing this service to your patrons!
Your patrons also have the convenience of
being able to do a balance enquiry just in
case they are not sure how much money they
have to access.

In addition to eliminating your EFTPOS
fees, we pay you to provide this great
service to your patrons in the form of
rebates for successful transactions. So
you’ll save money and make money.
Your customers receive a receipt
with their ATM transaction, so there’s
no disputing what money patrons
requested and received. Details of
unsuccessful transactions due to wrong
pin numbers or insufficient funds are
printed on the receipt.

TRITON ARGO 7
The smaller version of the ARGO 12 is ideal when space is an issue.
With added PIN security, improved dispenser security, LED indicators
and a high security control panel lock the ARGO 7 provides the
convenience of cash with an even smaller footprint at just 145cm H x
46cm W x 50cm D. $6,600 including GST.

TRITON RL
This dual cassette ATM has proven itself in the
market for over 20 years. It shares most of its
features with the Argo 12 but has a smaller screen
and older style shape. At $7,500 including GST its
great value for money.

All prices quoted are ex Brisbane. Freight charges will be quoted at the time of purchase.

